2025 Strategic Plan Timeline

**National Actions**

- 2025 Strat Plan Team organized
- Draft Plan / BOD input
  - Feb
  - May
- Final Plan for BOD approval
  - Jun - Aug
- Publicize Plan
  - Nov
  - Dec
- Streamers approved by BOD
  - Jan - May
- COI streamer input
  - Jun - Nov
- RVPs brief BOD on Post Plans

**Post Actions**

- Post input
  - 2019
- Post streamer input
  - 2020
- Align Post Strat Plans & activities with National Strat Plan & new streamer criteria
- Posts submit streamers w/old criteria
  - 2021
- Posts submit streamers w/NEW criteria
  - 2022

Vibrant Posts relevant locally, contributing to the National Direction!